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1600s - Galileo



1600s - 1700’s

Long focal length, small apertures.

• Long focal lengths are easiest to polish (little chromatic / spherical aberration)

• Technology for large apertures and/or high quality fast optics didn’t exist
Science targets: 

• Moon

• Positions of stars and planets



1800s: Long focal lengths

High magnification for optical observing.
Development of equatorial mounts



1800s - Large Refractors

Used for optical observing, early photography
Main astronomical interest was in observing planets, which are bright 
and small: requires small aperture, high magnification.
Hit 1-meter limit for refractor which has never been exceeded



1948: Mt. Palomar 5-meter reflector

First really large reflector. First telescope with vapor-deposited Al mirror and low-expansion glass.

Largest telescope in the world for 30 years

Low focal ratio: f/3.3 designed for general-purpose imaging and spectroscopy. 

Large aperture means that optics must be faster, so as not to exceed the seeing limit.

Still in active use today with modern instrumentation.



1975: Russian 6-Meter

First large Alt-Az telescope

Poor optics (cracks, bubbles in first two mirrors cast)

Poor site (tubulent seeing, in valley downwind of mountains)

65 cm-thick mirror has huge thermal mass - warps easily



How to build a large mirror
Building a large single mirror (D > 5 m) requires extremely thick glass, 
fantastic thermal control, and a rigid support structure.

How to solve this problem: 
Don’t build a single mirror!

Keck Telescope uses 36 independent hexagonal 1.5-meter segments
Effective aperture and shape is the same as one large mirror, but much 
easier to build.



Keck telescope, 10 meters.



1995: Keck I/II Telescopes, Hawaii

10-meter lightweight segmented mirror





Keck Mirror From Behind

Because each mirror is supported independently, active 
controls can maintain the entire 10-meter parabolic shape, 
countering effect of gravity sag.



Adaptive Optics
Atmospheric seeing deforms our image. But 
if we are crafty enough, we can quickly 
deform the mirror in the ‘opposite’ way of 
the atmosphere, to form an image at finer 
resolution than the seeing limit, and close to 
the diffraction limit. 



Adaptive Optics on Keck

Uranus Uranus with AO



How do you measure the sky’s motion so you can 
counteract it with a deformable mirror? 

1. Just monitor a bright star near your target.
2. If there isn’t a bright star… make one!

Keck Laser Guide Star Adaptive Optics
Na laser creates star in atmosphere, and uses it to monitor atmospheric 

seeing and deform mirror 20x/sec.
Na in atmosphere at 100 km is left from meteorites, and excited at 589 nm.



1995: Keck I/II Telescopes, Hawaii

10-meter lightweight segmented mirror

Adaptive Optics (AO) allow angular resolution to better the seeing 
limit, and match diffraction limit.

Also excellent for spectroscopy: radial velocity of exoplanets



Keck was the first to detect exoplanets by the gravitational tug they exert on 
their host stars. Doppler shift of stars can be measured to few meters/sec.

Smaller telescopes did not have the SNR to make these measurements efficiently 
— only a 10-meter telescope collects enough photons.



European Very Large Telescope (VLT), Chile,1998

4 x 8-meter,  AO
Optical interferometry allows imaging not to 0.05” seeing, but to 0.001”
Very high, dry site allows wide wavelength range: 300 nm - 20 micron



VLT image of exoplanet around star GQ Lupi.
   Distance 500 ly
   Orbit 100 AU

VLT is the only ground-based telescope with this resolution and contrast.



Keck is amazing!

But the telescopes cost nearly R1 billion each.

What do you do if you are South Africa and want a 10-meter telescope??



SALT



SALT is a unique* telescope…
Mirrors:

• 109 hexagonal 1-meter segments.

• All are identical, and are spherical. Easy to manufacture and maintain.

• Spherical aberration is major, and is corrected for in optics at prime focus.

Focus:

• Prime focus! There is no secondary mirror.

• Optics at prime focus include fluid lenses, and NaCl (‘salt’) lenses

Mount:

• SALT can point in azimuth only! Its altitude pointing is fixed at 53 degrees.

• But the spherical mirror allows a wide field-of-view, so this is not a terrible 
limitation.

• Altitude angle chosen to optimize studies of Large & Small Magellenic Clouds.

Cost:

• R1 billion for Keck. R200M for SALT.

* Much of SALT is based on Hobby Eberly Telescope in Texas, 1996



Inside SALT Dome
Note fixed 53° altitude angle



Inside SALT Dome
109 identical 1-meter hexagonal segments, all spherical



SALT tracker, instruments, and spherical aberration corrector (SAC), all 
mounted at prime focus. No secondary.



Individual 1-meter mirror being cleaned.
Because mirrors are identical, they can be removed and swapped easily.





SALT Mirror Re-Aluminizing Chamber

Compare to crane and building to resurface 6-meter monolithic mirror



SALT (2010) + HET (1996)

11-meter, low cost, fixed azimuth, no AO

Primarily spectroscopy - neither site nor optics ideal for high-res imaging

• Mostly extragalactic (i.e., studies of galaxies outside our own)

• Some exoplanets with new spectrometer in future

• Hard for solar system





2020’s: Even larger…



TMT = ‘Thirty Meter Telescope’, Hawaii

Under construction now; ETA 2025
Direct imaging of exoplanets



European Extremely Large Telescope (EELT), Chile

39 meters, 1 billion euros
Under construction; ETA 2025

Direct imaging of exoplanets; deep cosmology



And on the other extreme…
Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT)



But even the biggest telescope has to deal with a few problems…

What if it’s cloudy?
What if the Sun comes up?
What if your object sets?



Las Cumbres Global Observatory

12 1-2 meter telescopes evenly spaced around the world.

Allows time-domain astronomy — 24-7 monitoring

• Asteroids

• Variable stars

• Supernovae

• Storms on Venus and Mars



PHY300 Quarter 1 Exam 
25 March 2015

Things you should know. All of this is in the assigned Chromey chapters (1, 3, 5, 6) 

• Celestial navigation: Altitude, Azimuth, Right Ascension, Declination, Zenith, Meridian

• Sidereal vs. Solar time

• Distance scales: AU, light years, parsecs

• Parallax

• Angular size

• Angular resolution

• Magnitude system

• Thermal balance

• Black body radiation; luminosity; 1/r2 law

• Pinholes vs. lenses

• Index of refraction; Snell’s law

• Focal lengths, focal ratio

• The lens equation

• How to raytrace simple optical designs

• Differences between refractors and reflectors

• Modern vs. historic telescopes: broad differences

• Familiarity with the different types of aberrations and what they affect

• Image scale;  compound lenses

• Basic familiarity with the objects we saw at practical (Orion nebula, Jewel Box cluster, Jupiter and satellites, Hyades cluster, 
Moon)

• Telescope mounts: Equatorial (aka polar) vs. Alt-Az mounts

• Telescope designs: Galilean, Newtonian, Cassegrain

• Broad familiarity with differences between radio and optical

For all of these things you should be able to discuss them intelligently, and work a few basic problems with them. Where we have 
talked about them quantitatively in class, you should be able to work with them quantitatively as well, to a similar level as we’ve 
done in class or in the previous PSs.


